
ANIME GIRL/WAIFU/SOMETHING
FEMALE GENERATION CHART

The Charts allow you to generate whatever, below every chart 
there's a brief paragraph explaning what some of the options 
mean and clarifying the chart use, use the whole list of charts 
together to generate a Full girl, or feel free to omit some parts 
and decide them yourself (for example omitting the hairstyle and 
coming up with your own), you only Really need a D6 and a 
D10, if you don't have them just use an Online Dice Roller or 
random.org

There is no chart for Eyes, just roll a D10 in one of the color 
charts, if you want a “Realistic” chart, roll a D6: 1 Green 
2-4 Brown 5 is Blue and 6 is any exotic color (like people with 
Lavender eyes, heterochromia and whatnot)

in terms of Age, you can either roll a D100 to generate a random 
Age, or roll a D6 and consult the Following:
1 Lolita (Either Below 16, or if you're not into that, like Teenager
and/or Young but she looks like below 16)
2 Teenager (16-18 Years)
3 Young (19-25)
4 Adult (26-35)
5 Middle-Aged (36-50)
6 Old (50+)

HAIRSTYLE
D10 D6 Color HAIR LENGTH (D6) HAIR STYLE (D10)



1 6 Red Ankle Length Twin Braids

2 5 Blue Lower Back Length Twin Tails

3 4 Green Upper Back Length (Long) Ponytail

4 3 Yellow Neck Length (Short) Braided

5 2 Brown Tomboy Short Bun/s

6 1 Purple Shaven/Bald Loose

7 Pink - Bob Cut / Long with Blunt Bangs

8 Cyan - Disheveled

9 White - Layered

10 Black - Exotic

BODYTYPE

D10 D6 Color HEIGTH (D6) BUILD
(D6)

BREASTS
(D6)** HIPS/BUTT SKIN

COLOR***

1 6 Red Wildcard* Musclegirl Flat (Below A
Cup Size) Waifish Bone White

2 5 Blue Amazonian
(Around 2M/6'7) Athletic Small (A Cup

Size) Tight Pale

3 4 Green Tall (Around
190cms/6'3) Thin Average (B-C

cup size) Average Average

4 3 Yellow Average (Around
180cms/5'11) Curvy Busty (D Cup

Size) Curvy Chocolate

5 2 Brown Short (Below
175cms/5'9) Thick Cow (DD/E) Bubble Butt Ebony

6 1 Purple Tiny (Below
160cms/5'3) Chubby

Capital Ship
(Beyond
DD/E)

Goddess
Exotic (Roll
a D10 on the
Color chart)

7 - Pink - - - - -

8 - Cyan - - - - -

9 - White - - - - -

10 - Black - - - - -



* Roll a D6, Odd means Titanic (Beyond 2 Metres/6'7), Even 
Means Midget (Below 150cms/4'11)
** Apply the Following Modifiers:
-1 if Thin
+1 if Thick, Curvy or Musclegirl
+2 if Chubby
*** for a more “Realistic” Spin, instead of Rolling a D10 on the 
Color Chart for Exotic, 

PREFERRED CLOTHING
D10 D6 Color SHOES (D6) LEGWEAR BODYWEAR ACCESSORIES

1 6 Red High Heels Jeans Casual Shirt Sunglasses

2 5 Blue Formal Shoes Skirt Blouse Ring/s*

3 4 Green Casual Shoes Shorts Leather Jacket Prescription Glasses

4 3 Yellow House Slippers Formal
Trousers Trenchcoat Tatoo/s

5 2 Brown Military Boots Sweatpants Dress Bandana/Headband

6 1 Purple Sandals Pajamas Tracksuit Hat/Headphones

7 - Pink Cargo Pants Tank-Top Earring/s

8 - Cyan Mini Skirt Topless + Bra Gloves

9 - White Loincloth Business Suit Helmet/Mask

10 - Black Pareo BDU No Underwear / Commando

*if you want to be more specific, roll a d6 once to see how many 
rings she wears, then roll a d6 twice (first for the hand, second 
for the finger) per each ring to see where she wears them, fingers 
that repeat means she wears multiple rings in a finger
Odd – Left
Even – Right
1-Little Finger 2-Ring Finger 3-Heart Finger
4-Index 5-Thumb 6-Roll Again



PERSONALITY
Roll a D10, ignore 10's, any other number is the Enneagram 
personality of the Girl, if you don't know what the Enneagram is, 
you should browse it on the internet, a quick summary is as 
follows:

1 THE REFORMER
The Rational, Idealistic Type: Principled, Purposeful, Self-
Controlled, and Perfectionistic

2 THE HELPER
The Caring, Interpersonal Type: Demonstrative, Generous, 
People-Pleasing, and Possessive

3 THE ACHIEVER
The Success-Oriented, Pragmatic Type: Adaptive, Excelling, 
Driven, and Image-Conscious

4 THE INDIVIDUALIST
The Sensitive, Withdrawn Type: Expressive, Dramatic, Self-
Absorbed, and Temperamental

5 THE INVESTIGATOR
The Intense, Cerebral Type: Perceptive, Innovative, Secretive, 
and Isolated

6 THE LOYALIST
The Committed, Security-Oriented Type: Engaging, Responsible,
Anxious, and Suspicious

7 THE ENTHUSIAST
The Busy, Fun-Loving Type: Spontaneous, Versatile, 
Distractible, and Scattered

8 THE CHALLENGER
The Powerful, Dominating Type: Self-Confident, Decisive, 
Willful, and Confrontational



9 THE PEACEMAKER
The Easygoing, Self-Effacing Type: Receptive, Reassuring, 
Agreeable, and Complacent

if you need to check for the Wings, roll a d6 or a d10 and assign 
one Wing to the odds and another to the evens

An Alternative to the Enneagram Roll, is the Temperament Roll, 
Roll a D10 and this time ignore 10's and 9's, 1-2 is Choleric 3-4 
is melancholic 5-6 is Phlegmatic 7-8 is Sanguine

You should Roll a D10 once in any of the color charts to 
determine her Favourite Color

PERSONALITY (Cont)
D10 D6 Color Values* (D10) Quirks** Quirks** Quirks** Quirks**

1 6 Red Honesty Elektrochemist Possesive Stubborn Yandere

2 5 Blue Loyalty Romantic Smug Social Butterfly Dandere

3 4 Green Fame Pervert Daredevil Klutz Kuudere

4 3 Yellow Power Lazy Perfectionist Absent-Minded Deredere

5 2 Brown Skill Workaholic Overconfident Honest Bakadere

6 1 Purple Knowledge Creative Uncreative Idealistic Tsundere

7 - Pink Friendship Innocent Disciplined Pragmatic Hime/Kamid
ere

8 - Cyan Family Feminine Talkative Cunning Sadodere

9 - White Love Tomboy Moody Short
Tempered Masodere

10 - Black Wealth Straight-Edge Isolationist Nocturnal Femme-Fatale

*Roll Twice, the First roll is what she Values, the second one 
what she feels antagonism towards



**Personality and Values should give you enough to work with, 
but if you want to go the extra mile you can roll as many times as
you want in the Quirks

Choose one of the 4 Columns you wanna roll on, or just roll a 
D10 ignoring 10's and 1's, Divide by 2 and round decimals down,
this should give you a number between 1-4

most of these are Self Explanatory (I hope) but just in case a few 
of them have been explained

Elektrochemist:She does Recreational drugs with Frequency 
(Alcohol, Smokes, Weed, etc... how hard she goes is up to you, 
alternatively roll a D6:
1-2 – Legal Drugs only like Alcohol and Tobacco
3-4 – “Soft” Drugs like Weed, Shrooms, Mescaline etc...
5-6 – “Hardcore” Drugs, LSD, Meth and beyond

Straight-Edge:
Hates drugs, will never use them for recreational uses or any at 
all except maybe medicine

MAMONO?
(Roll a D6, Odds – Roll on the Table, Otherwise she is mundane)

D10 D6 Color Monstergirl

1 6 Red Lamia

2 5 Blue Neko

3 4 Green Wolfgirl/Doggirl

4 3 Yellow Kitsune

5 2 Brown Holstaur



6 1 Purple Demon

7 - Pink Godess

8 - Cyan Android/Robot

9 - White Orc

10 - Black Elf*

*Roll a D6, Odd – Dark Elf Even, Regular Elf
RELATIONSHIP

D10 D6 SHE IS* (D6) Aquaintance (D6) Friend Family Girlfriend/Wife

1 6 Girlfriend/Wife At Work/School Friends with 
Benefits/Brotherhood

Mother Chosen

2 5 Family Recreational
Friends with 
Benefits/Brotherhood

Aunt Loving Wife

3 4 Friend Professional Best Friend Sister** Wife

4 3 Colleague Household Best Friend Cousin Loving Girlfriend

5 2 Passing Aquaintance Distant Family Friend Step Family Girlfriend

6 1 A Stranger Weird Spot Friend Adoptive Family Unwilling

7 - -

8 - -

9 - -

10 - -

**Roll a D6, Odd – Older Sister, Even – Younger Sister

*Roll once, then read the Description, then search for the Table 
that matches the result and roll again

A Stranger:
Just like it sounds, she doesn't know you and you don't know her,
you haven't seen eachother, Yet...

Passing Aquaintance:
She Knows you by sight alone, she's seen you somewhere, or 
probably heard about you in passing...



Roll again in the Aquaintance Table:
At Work/School
just like it sounds, she has seen your face or heard your name at 
Work
Recreational
She's a regular at one of the joints you usually go to, you've seen 
eachother multiple times, but haven't thought much about 
eachother
Professional
She's a regular client, or perhaps someone you yourself hire on a 
regular basis, a Doctor, a Waitress at your favourite cafe, etc...
Household
You both live in the same place, wether it's a dorm, a shared 
house/flat, or just live in the same street, you've seen eachother a 
few times, but you're just “The Guy next door”
Distant Family
a Second or Third Cousin, too far in the family tree to really be 
considered “Family” in the most strict of terms, or perhaps part 
of the political family, you've seen eachother in family meetings, 
but beyond that, you're barely aware of eachother's existance
Weird Spot
She's that weird somebody that always appears in *That* place, 
you see her every night, or every morning, she's in that alleway 
staring at the moon, or in that park alone sitting on a bench, she's 
probably not aware of your existance and you've regarded her 
presence as a “Curious Coincidence”

Colleague:
You know eachother, superficially so, roll again on the 



aquaintance table, it works in the same way as Aquaintance, but 
as said before, you know eachother, talked a few times, she 
doesn't know much about you, you are “That guy who's nice to 
talk to” or “That dependable guy that get's shit done at work” or 
maybe just “That Weirdo that always sits at the corner of the 
Cafe”

Friends
You've known eachother for a while, roll again in the Friends 
Table, aditionally you may roll on the Aquaintance table to see 
where you met

Friends
just that, you've known eachother for a while, you like her 
enough to hang out with her and have a few things in common, 
the feeling is reciprocated and she doesn't mind hanging out with 
you

Best Friends
She's your Bestie, she trusts you with many things she wouldn't 
to others, you are probably keeping a few of her secrets safe, 
again the feeling is reciprocated, you've been through a few 
things together, and you fully trust her

Brotherhood/Friends with Benefits
Depending on the Personality, both yours and hers, 

you could be deep Friends, bound by Brotherhood, you've been 
through thick and thin, you've stuck out for eachother and pushed



onwards when none else would, she trusts you deeply, and you 
trust her too, probably with your life...

or you could be a bit more than friends, a Spicy Volatile 
friendship, where more often than not you find yourselves in 
eachother's arms, an abyss of conflicting feelings, Sinful Deeds 
and Thoughts bound you to her, and her to you, alas these 
relationships don't last long, what will happen to this one, is up to
you...

Family
Just how it sounds, you're family
rolling a 5 or a 6 and getting the “Step Family” or “Adoptive” 
family prompts you to roll again, this makes the family member a
Step family member or Adoptive (wether you are the adoptive, or
them, its up to you), if you roll a 5 or a 6 again after having rolled
Step family or Adoptive just ignore it

Girlfriend/Wife
You are romantically engaged

Unwilling
your relationship was done more out of pragmatism than love, 
she doesn't love you, this does not mean you can't change that, 
but as of now, she doesn't Love you, at all...

Girlfriend
A Casual Relationship, without any legal baggage or 
compromise, Lovebirds from highschool or someother place, its a
plain old Vanilla relationship, as vanilla as it gets



Loving Girlfriend
A Casual Relationship, without any legal baggage or 
compromise, edulcorated with deep Saccarinous Love, you are 
two Lovebugs, like two pieces of candy stuck together by the 
glucose

Wife
a Steady and mature relationship, Married, probably living 
together too, perhaps some of the love has died out as with all 
things, or perhaps the flame has just lit up, regardless, you've 
been at eachother's side for awhile, and you've got a ring to prove
it

Loving Wife
a Steady and mature relationship, Married, probably living 
together too, perhaps some of the love has died out, if by “Dying 
out” we mean “More alive than ever” Cuddle-Lovebugs, the 
years pass by as if they were seconds, bound together by some 
sort of otherworldy magnetism, you've probably forgotten how 
long you've been together, you've also forgotten how life was 
before you met her, probably boring, and gloomy

Chosen
she chose you, you and only you, it couldn't have been anyone else, wether it 
was Providence, Luck, or something else, she Loves you, she has made it clear
time and time again, she Loves you more than you could ever Love her, 
you've realized this a long long time ago, wether married or not, it really does 
not matter, there's some sort of Supernatural Bond that binds you together



NSFW
The following are charts regarding mostly Sexual behaviour, if 
you don't feel comftable, or you're just not into that kind of stuff, 
omit this part

NSFW
D10 D6 DEPRAVITY SEX DRIVE* DRIVE TOWARDS YOU KINK <** **> KINK

1 6 Shakti Nymph Fawning Vanilla Recieving Oral

2 5 Venus Predatorial Into You Anal Paizuri

3 4 Sultry Lustful Attracted Giving Oral Lactation

4 3 Average Average Average Ageplay Mommydom*

5 2 Housewife Laid-Back Dislike Gentledom* Feet

6 1 Ceres Asexual Disdain Likes Muscles Armpits

7 - - - - Likes Glasses Tongueplay

8 - - - - Kissing Hardcoredom*

9 - - - - Cuddlebug Bisexual

10 - - - - Vouyeur BDSM

* +1 to the Roll if Sultry, +2 if Venus, -1 if Housewife, -2 if 
Ceres, if Shakti, she cannot be anything below Lustful 
Sex Drive
how hard and often she feels the need to have sex
Asexual: no true need for sex, wether out of stoicism, or actual 
biology/genetics, it doesn't mean she won't have sex (That's up to
the personality)
Laid-Back: she has her moments, but she's mostly ok, maybe 
once a week at most, often only once a month
Average: as can be expected of a woman of her age
Lustful: she's Horny more often than not, she can control herself 
and won't be over-bearing, she's up for it any day of the week
Predatorial: she's Horny all of the time, she's up for it, any time, 



any day, if you're not around, onanism is the choice for her
Nymph: Either an actual Medical condition, or some supernatural
force has imbued herself with eternal Sensuality, she's not up for 
it at any time, she NEEDS it like you need water and air, at the 
very least once a day she has to relieve herself, depending on 
how well you take care of her, she could very well be a mistress 
of masturbation

Depravity
How open is she to Sex itself?
Ceres: the Embodyment of a Housewife, she cleans and cooks, a 
instinctual Mother, she'd love to have kids with you, if you don't 
already have them, She has a very Puritanical view of Sex and 
Marriage, this does not have to align with reality however, but if 
it does not, she'll chastise herself over it
Housewife: a Mostly puritanical housewife, she'll do what's 
expected from a Mother and a Wife, her view of sex is mostly 
vanilla, not completely closed to experimentation, but reticent to
it
Average: somestimes lusty, sometimes conservative, she doesn't 
lean hard either way, she is what she is, as Vanilla as it gets
Sultry: a more Experimental view of Erotism accompanies her, 
Passion and Love take precedence over the Housechores, “Better 
dead than Burgeoise” she's not a Slut, she just really listens to her
Heart and not her Head
Venus: she was made for Love, not the Boring platitudes of 
Pandemos, of “Love of the Country” and “Family” but Love in 
the distinct trascendental sense, she is experimental and 
understanding, disdaining restraint and welcoming honesty
Shakti:Unrestrained and destructive, she is Erotism personified, a



cold Wind blows over you when you look at her, what is inside 
her is an enigma to you, rumours of “Witch” and “Temptress” 
follow her around

Drive towards you
how into you is she? Regardless of her current relationship to you
Disdain: You're Ugly, or maybe its the way you dress, your 
personality perhaps? You're less than human in her eyes...
Dislike: Not necessarily personal, its just that, you're not her type
Average: You're just another guy, amongst many others, maybe 
you can change this, maybe not
Attracted: she's noticed you, you're not her first option, maybe 
she's not even into you in that way, but she doesn't hate it when 
you're around
Into you: she's noticed you, she's into you, there's a chance she 
has already confessed to you, or maybe she cannot muster the 
courage, maybe she's waiting for you to take the firs step? Or 
maybe the feelings are sadly... not reciprocal, regardless, she is 
romantically invested into you
Fawning: she masturbates thinking about you, she makes those 
“Fuck me” eyes and bites her lower lip when you pass beside her,
if she's already in a relationship she will be in it until she 
accidentally screams your name in bed, wich at any rate won't be 
long, maybe you really are a handsome rouge, or maybe she's just
Idealizing you, depending on her personality, you may or may 
not have a entire folder filled with love-letters of her

Kink
much like quirks, you can either manually chose them, or just roll
a d6 to see how many Kinks does she have, roll a D6 to see if 



you roll on the left or on the right table, Odds Left, Even Right
then roll a D10

Most kinks are self explanatory, the “dom” ones, Gentledom, 
Harddom, And Mommydom require another D6 roll to see wich 
party is the dominant, an Odd number means the Male Is the 
Dominant (so she's the Submissive) whereas Even is the Female, 
(so she's the dom)

DECLASSIFIED
Under this chart there's optional Degenerate content, it is NOT 
recommended to use these charts AT ALL (I Really fucking 
mean it), perhaps they'd fit a Villainess or something of the like, 
the things included down here are there more out of 
completionism than actual use in play

Futanari? - Roll a D6, Odds mean she's Futa, otherwise ignore

Furry? - Roll a D6, Odds mean she's a Furfag, roll on the 
mamono chart to check what kind of Furfag she is, otherwise 
ignore

Fucked up Kink
when rolling for Kinks, roll a D6, Odds means she's fine, Even 
means she has a Fucked up Kink, if you want the chance for it to 
be more rare, count only the 6's as degenerate kinks, and all other
results will give you a regular Kink
Roll a D10 for the Fucked up Kink
1 Ryona 2 NTR 3 Bestiality 4 Cuckquean 5 Scat
6 Necrophiliac 7 De-Facto Sadist 8 Pegging 9 Guro 10 Vore


